SNAP-TITE
FRP HYDRO-BELL INSTALLATION GUIDE
Standard Installation
The Hydro-Bell is available in High-Density
Polyethylene (HDPE) and Fiberglass Reinforced
Plastic (FRP). The plain end of the Hydro-Bell
is designed to fit into the female end of SnapTite pipe. The Hydro-Bell has the same ID
as the Snap-Tite pipe, but the insertion end
of the Hydro-Bell has an OD that is smaller
than the ID of the female Snap-Tite end. It is
designed with a beveled edge to help recess
the connection. When the Hydro-Bell is slid

into the female end (similar to a male Snap-Tite
would, but without any ridges for interference),
it will butt up to the machined stop at the end
of the female section. The seal-tite rubber
coupling will slide over the female HDPE pipe
end and should rest on the raised clamping
ridge portion of the body. Each end of the
rubber coupling is clamped using the worm
drive clamps provided with the coupling.
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The coupling should
slide over the raised
clamping ridge. The
worm clamp should
clamp the ridge on
one end and HDPE
pipe on the other
end.
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Figure 4
When the fiberglass
Hydro-Bell is fully
installed and in its
home position, the
edge of the Hydro-Bell
should abut against
the very inside of the
female end of the
Snap-Tite joint and the
transition should be
smooth and flush.
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Non-Standard Installation
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When it is not possible to connect to a SnapTite female end, it is possible to connect to
a plain end of HDPE pipe. The plain end of
the Hydro Bell will butt up against any plain
cut HDPE pipe, but the wall thicknesses
will not match on the OD. If a male end of
HDPE is presented for connection, it should
be cut back until the solid wall is presented

with a square cut. A special adaptor collar
can be provided to adapt to plain end pipes.
The adapter is provided as two halves that
bolt together on opposite sides of the pipe,
clamping the connection together. Advance
planning should identify the need for this
adapter for verification of pipe dimensions, and
timely delivery to jobsite.

Figure 5
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Cutting and Shaping the Hydro-Bell for Customized Inlet
assist in making a square cut so that the bottom
of the Hydro-Bell may rest at a lower point. The
bottommost line helps to locate the round entry
at the lowest point. Above that is a line that can
be used to remove all material below the invert
of the Hydro-Bell and piping system. Removal
of material along the bottom of the Hydro-Bell
is expected to have a negligible effect on flow
as the Hydro-Bell is most efficient when water
increases above to top of the round entry.

The Hydro-Bell is provided with an extended
flat face that can be used as an attachment
point for existing headwalls, with equally
spaced holes in the corners to assist with
marking and pilot holes. There are also
reference lines for ease of cutting to final
shape requirements. A circular indention
mark is made at the round to flat transition
for removal of the flat face, if desired. Two
horizontal lines are provided at the bottom to
















PILOT HOLE & INDENTION LINE FOR
BOLT RESTRAINT LOCATION













INDENTION LINE AT TRANSITION
TO ASSIST IN FIELD REMOVAL OF
FLAT FACE SECTION, IF DESIRED












INDENTION LINE AT INVERT TO
ASIST IN FIELD REMOVAL OF
LOWER SECTION, IF REQUIRED


















INDENTION LINE AT BOTTOM TO
ASSIST FIELD CUT AT BOTTOM OF
ROUND/SQUARE TRANSISTION




















































Grouting and Finishing
The extended flat face of the Hydro-Bell can
also be used as one edge of a form to finish
the entrance preparation with a concrete
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headwall. The square flat face supplied can be
modified to provide a rounded face. It can also
be used to anchor into an existing headwall.

Environmental Resistance
The Hydro-Bell has carbon black added for UV
resistance. No degradation is expected for
long-term exposure to sunlight. Additionally,
the FRP Hydro-Bell is flame-resistant to grass
and brush fires with a flame spread rating
of less than 25 when tested in accordance to
ASTM E 84. The body is made with a Hexion

755-8590 corrosion-resistant vinyl ester resin
or equal. In climates where frost heaving could
pose an issue, a poured collar similar to the
one seen in the picture above can help resist
those forces. Ideally, the concrete collar would
be poured and sized so that it encapsulates the
Hydro-Bell to Snap-Tite connection as well.

Handling and Storage
Chapter 12 from the Snap-Tite Design
Guide has extensive information and
recommendations for all Snap-Tite products,
but key elements for the Hydro-Bell are
identified in this document.
The storage site should be a relatively
smooth, flat, level surface free of stones,
debris, or other material that could damage
Size and Dimension Reference Chart
The following page has typical size and
reference dimensions for all available FRP
Hydro-Bells.

the pipe or components, or interfere with
handling. It is recommended not to stack
anything on the Hydro-Bell at any time during
transportation or site storage. Supports/
dunnage may be used to maintain clearance
for forklift forks or lifting slings. Care should be
taken to ensure no direct impacts against other
surfaces or dropping on the ground.
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